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TG-1
Tab Grabber ®
Tablet Computer / eReader Holder for Wheelchairs
210 Innovations, LLC
210 Leonard Drive
Groton, CT 06340
860-445-0210
For wheelchair users desiring to have a tablet computer
holder that attaches directly to their wheelchair frame.
Wheelchair users who may tend to move unpredictably
increasing the chance of injury by coming in contact with the
unit. Wheelchair users who may tend to treat such
attachments very roughly whereby breaking one or more
components on the device.
To achieve greatest stability, the Tab Grabber mounting clamp
is best attached to a vertical frame member on the wheelchair
such as and armrest support. Once secured, the flexible
gooseneck arm allows the unit to be swung to the side for
ease of wheelchair entry and exit. At the same time, the arm is
stiff enough to provide a firm position for touchscreen
applications. The “head” of the Tab Grabber will swivel on
multiple axis to provide optimal positioning. The tablet is
mounted to the head by means of four retractable clips
attached to elasticized cord that can be mounted to the
corners or anywhere along the edge. Thin cases will work with
the unit but thicker protective cases may prevent mounting
clips from properly grabbing the tablet.
Materials: Injection molded ABS plastic, Foam rubber, PVC
plastic, steel, nylon covered shock cord.
Fits: Round tubing from 5/8” diameter to 1 1/8” diameter.
Weight capacity: 4 lbs.
Tablet size capacity: Smallest- 3.5” X 5.5” Largest -8.5” X 11”
Tablet thickness up to ½” at edges.
Flexible arm length: 18”
Minimum bend radius of flexible arm: 3.5”
Wipe unit with cloth and mild spray cleaner such as glass
cleaner. Do not submerge.

